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It is reported that penguin diagram contributions 

corresponding to u-quark loop momenta below a scale 

/V/^l GeV are enhanced and could at least partly 

explain the AI •= { rule. Thus a previos calculation 

within the bag model is confirmed. The present cal

culation is performed within an effective chiral theory 

with pions and kaons coupled to quarks.It is found that 

low momentum left-left loop contributions are impor

tant,while left-right contributions can be neglected. 
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ln spite of the great success of the standard model,a satisfactory 
explanation of the Al • i rule in K-~><t1t decays still seems to be 
lacking. One should therefore pay attention to the solution of this 
problem. The relative enhancement of the Wilson coefficient of the weak 
AI = 5 operator compared to the corresponding Al • 3/2 operator 

found a decade agoIHwas numerically only a partial success. Later, 
Shifman,Vainshtein and Zakharov(SVZ)£2|proposed that the socalled 
penguin diagram (see Fig.l)induced pure Al * i operators which could 
account for the observed AI " i enhancement. While the weak Hamil-
tonian of ref.l contained products of two left-handed currents, the 
Hamiltonian of ref.2 in addition contained operators of left-right 
type due to the penguin diagram. There are, however, two problems with 
the approach of avz[2}. First,to get the correct chiral properties of 
the amplitude corresponding to left-right operators, one has to sub
tract the socalled anomalous commutator term corresponding to a tad
pole diagraml3,A,5,63. This makes the total left-right contribution 
smaller. Second,the*leading logarithm" jUtflv̂  /u 1) obtained from the 
penguin loop is hardly big enough to give a short distance behaviour 
of the penguin diagram within perturbative QCD (Kis the renormalisa-
tion point, normally taken as fxH 1 GeV) [7]. Even for "optimistic values'^ 
the Wilson coefficients of the left-right operators are probably too 
small to account for the Al = J rule[4,5,6,8,91. 

In this paper another approach to the penguin diagram is advocated. 
For the reasons mentioned above, we neglect the effect of penguin dia
gram induced left-right operators at IA. Ctf 1 GeV. Instead we look for 
low momentum penguin contributions below M.£l GeV outside the standard 
approach [l,2,3]. A leading logarithm JlvifMjjrfcan be considered as the 
effect of loop momenta between jut and M - We know that the total amp-
I itude for some process is independent of J* . But choosing a model to 
describe low non-perturbative loop momenta,the choice of JW. for per
turbative QCD corrections£l,2]should be chosen to be consistent with 
that model. That is.all possible loop momenta should be taken into 
account, and no momentum region should be counted twice. 

In a previous paper[93low momentum loop contributions were consi
dered within the MIT bag model[l()]by replacing free quark propagators 
by propagators written in terms of bag model wave functions.The loop 
momenta were assumed to be divided in a perturbative and a non-pertur
bative region at a scale M*wn\fl GeV. Sizeable penguin contributions 
corresponding to loop momenta below in were found for the Al = 5 
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K-+7É transition.( The u-quark and c-quark contributions above A*1 CeV 

(see Fig.t) are considered to be in the perturbative region,and will 

approximately be cancelled due to the GIM-mechanism) The physical K""*^T 

amplitude can as usual be obtained from the K-* 7C transition amplitude 

by means of PCAC and the soft pion approximation. It is well known that 

the bag model has trouble with chiral invariance.To be sure that the 

enhancement obtained in ref.9 is not an artifact of the bap model, a 

similar calculation should be performed in another model. In this 

paper a calculation within the effective chiral SU(3)xSU(3) field 

theory of Georgi and Manohar[lJ] is reported. This theory contains the 

octet 0 mesons coupled to constituent quarks for momenta below the chiral 

symmetry breaking scale /\* which is taken to be & 1 GeV ( That a pheno-

menological scale fis 1 GeV exists for non-leptonic decays of kaons 

is found[l2]from analysis of l£r*Z% and K-^ 37C data) The effective 

Hamiltonian corrected for hard QCD effects is taken as that of ref.l 

with M.*»-AQ(. That is, effects of penguin left-right operators are 

neglcted at (*» Ag , as in ref.9 for u, m Vrug • 

In calculating the low momentum penguin loop contribution in the 

model of ref.11, the free quark lines at the left and the right side of 

the penguin diagram ( Fig.l) are tied together to make a K and a 7t 

respectively,thus making a three loop diagram for the transition K—»7C 

( sec Fig.2). This diagram can be calculated as a Feynman loop dia

gram because three level (derivative) axial vector couplings for 

K -»su and dEi->7t"(say) of order f^ are contained in the theory ̂ll^ . 

It should be noted that the theory is non-renormalisable and that A * 

is considered as an explicite physical cut-off in the theory. During 

the three loop calculation it is an advantage to divide the coloured 

quark current at the lower quark-gluon vertex (point z in Fig.2)in 

a left-handed and a right-handed part( At the upper vertexjpoint x in 

Fig.2 ; the current is left-handed due to the weak interaction). Then 

Fierz transformations can be used for the left-left and the left-right 

parts of the three loop diagram. Having performed the Fierz-transfor-

mations, the calculation is straightforward(-but tedious). 

The result of the calculation is that the left-left part of the three 

loop diagram behaves (-forAgconsidered as "big'*-) as : 

JK 
> (1) 

where -jL is the TC -decay constant. The left-right part is found to be 

suppressed by A „ compared to (1) and can therefore be neglected. The 

reason for the result (1) is that the ordinary one loop penguin diagram 
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behaves basically as Q ^ W A ^ J , q being the gluon four momentum. Thus, 
when the one loop penguin diagram is inserted in the rest of the three 
loop diagram, the momentum factor q2" in the numerator will cause the 
formal divergence in (1). One should keep in mind that for loop momenta 
< Aft there is no GIM-mechanisra to cancel the behaviour (1),- the c-
quark loop is "frozen " at l*.=*\>Af. Using the relational! A ^ W f ^ , 
the low momentum penguin contribution (1) will be (-except for the log
arithmic factor) of the same order as the vacuum insertion result for 
matrix elements of typical left-left operators in the weak effective 
Hamiltonian 

where P{ D ~) is the kaon(pion) four momentum. It should be noted that 
the result of the three loop diagram is also proportional to fL'T^ which 
is necessary to satisfy the requirements of chiral symmetry[b,5,8^ 

Combining (2) witli (1) (-keeping the detailed version of (1)-) one 
obtains the following ratio between AI = 1/2 and fil = 3/2 amplitudes 
(further details will be given in a forthcoming paper): 

(3) 

where L-+ are the well-known Wilson coefficients of the operators 
occurring in the effective weak Hamiltonianfl}. Numerically.^. f C + ~ t{ < 

it,.̂  are factors to correct for the vacuum insertion approximation (2). 
The A M ' s a r e t n e weak amplitudes for J\-*TE obtained from the effec
tive Uamiltonian of ref.l. The factor 

F ~ [ J U ^ I + A J C / ^ T (4) 
is due to the loop integration. l*vtis the constituent quark mass( The 
SU(3) limit Ms=M,lA-l*iand ̂ K-=J^«f is used). For A K/|U 6*3 >'F*iS.Z 

However, this leading order value of F is increased to£sU.3when nume
rically important non-leading contributions are considered. 3* is the 
axial vector coupling constant for octet mesons coupling to quarks.( The 
total meson coupling to quarks is~(ĵ /f)lf'f Jf- ; p being the meson momentum) 

The numerical result obtained from (3) will of course depend on the 
numerical values of C_/Ci. > J5„ > and especially on Z. , fl. , and the 
strong fine structure constant c/j . To fit the observed axial vector 
coupling 2i 1.25 at nucleon level, the corresponding coupling a at quark 
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to fit the mass splittings in the baryon spectrum. Qualitatively, one 
explanation for a low value of Q L could be that the gluons appearing 
in the effective theory below u a A * a r e perturbative gluons, while the 
non-perturbative strong interactions are taken care of by the non-linear 
chiral interactions. However, one may argue that the low values for o(̂  
and fl advocated in ref.11 are those to be used at M.'^'VW or M - ^ A ^ r ^ 
while the values just below u a A v are bigger. It is known that the 
vacuum insertion method (-as well as quark model calculations-) over
estimates matrix elements of left-left operators£6,13,14\. The vacuum 
insertion approximation ( 2 ^ 1 ) constitutes an upper bound , that is, 
; 2 + should be less than one. One may hope that this will be confirmed 

by loop corrections to next order in 1/X^ ( note that (1) is already of 
this order.). Corrections to weak non-leptonic matrix elements has 
recently been performed in chiral perturbation theory[l5"). But these 
calculations neither involve an explicite cut-off A* nor octet mesons 
coupling to quarks. 

Using "reasonable values 
" o f °*S>9A a n d 2 t in (3), (etji:0.5 to 0.8, 

9 A — 0*8 t o 9*9» andJ2Lo?0.5 to 0.8 , say ), one can account for numer
ical values r~ 10 to 20 for the ratio between &I = 1/2 and Al = 3/2 
amplitudes, while the experimental value is 0£ 22. To draw a final conclu
sion concerning the Al = i rule within the framework of ref.ll, one has 
to take into account the full theory including all loop effects to a given 
order in 1 . An attemt in this direction, which shows a Al * J enhan-
cement, has already been madetl63- However, a better understanding of the 
matching conditions for weak operators at /*BAflf seems to be needed. 

To conclude, the previous result of ref.9 and the present result (3) 
indicates that a better understanding of the HI - J rule can be 
achieved in terms of low momentum penguin loop contributions. More 
general, non-leptonic decays can probably not be satisfactory described 
within the standard approach [1,2,3} alone. Long distance effects have 
to be included in some way[8,9,14t15,16,17,18,19']. 
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Figure captions: 

Fig.l : Penguin diagram for loop momenta above JA« A g inducing 

left-right operators[2,3] . 

Fig.2 : Lov momentum u-quark three loop penguin diagram for 

within the effective chiral field theory of ref.11 . 
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